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I. INTRODVCTION

The production of digital represontations of available topological maps

printed on paper is paramount to the effective production of guidance systems for

autonomous vehicles. Although digital representations of some maps are

available, these maps are expensive, require extensive human interaction to

produce. are slow in production. use extensive amounts of storage, and are often

not of high enough resolution. Current systems for digitized map production are.

in general. interactive with humans guiding the production. Such human

produced maps tend to be fraught with errors. [Ref. 1: p. 137]. With the

advances in computer and image processing technology, and the availability of

low cost image processing equipment, a computer oriented approach to digital

map production is possible.

This study presents a two-phase approach to the digital map production

problem. The first phase is a non-interactive phase in which general information

is gleaned from ; paper topographical map with the use of an image digitizer and

computer vision software. The second phase is an interactive one that focuses on

the refinement, correction and revision of the map produced in the first pha-se.
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I. BACKGROUND

A. GENERAL

The production of map digital databases has been primarily limited to

interactive software products where the human user i %kes all decisions. The

system presented here is designed to remove some of the tedium and repetitive

nature of those processes by the use of a knowledge based, non-interactive phase.

The non-interactive phase is f'Jllowed by an interactive phase to provide database

modification due to topographical changes, as well as database correction and

refinement.

The database production system is illustrated in Figure 2.1. A section of the

paper map is placed under the video digitizer The digitizer produces three files

corresponding to the red. green and blut, filtered images These three color files

are used as the input to the phase one prcess. This proces, assign, a color name

to each pixel in the map section depending on the red. green arid blue values at

that pixel. After completion of the color name assignment. the resulting color

determined map is processed by a routine that converts the pixel based color

determined map into a geometric, polygon based map. The polygon based map

consists of areas of uniform color.

7
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Figure 2.1 - Digital Map Production System Overview
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The polygon map file produced provides a significant data reduction wheni

compared to the pixel based map. This reduction in data allows the phase two

processes to function at a rapid rate.

This concludes the overview of the non-interactive phase of the system.

Phase two of the system provides interactive editing capabilities, such as

correction, modification, section joins, and elevation processing [Ref. 2].

B. PAPER MAP SELECTION

The input for the first phase consists of an available paper topographical

map. The selection of a map for use in this system is based on the following

considerations:

Standardization of colors

Standardization of scale

Standardization of symbols

Accuracy of information represented

Availability

The U.6. Geological Survey, 1:24.000 scale. 7.5 minute quadrangle

topographical map series was selected for input into this system. IVSGS maps are

printed in seven standard colors (See Table 2.1). The 1:24.000 scale. 7.5 minute

series is one of the standards produced and maintained by the USGS. and is

readily available at minimal cost.

9



This sries has a standardized svmihol ,.T alldt Ie accuracy is iiiaintained

sufficiently to produce representations of highly detailed topographical areas.

[Ref. 3].

TABLE 2.1

USGS MAP COLOR STANDARDS

Color Description

Cultural features such as roadsBLACK and buildings.

Hydrographic features such as
BLUE lakes and rivers.

Hypsographic features shown by
BROWN contour lines such as slopes and

elevations.

Surface cover including woodlands.
GREEN scrub. orchards and vineyards.

Features added from aerial
P'RPLE photographs during map revision.

The changes are not field checked.
i I'lnportant roads and iblic land

RED survey system.

Nonvegetative features such as
WH ITE barren waste areas.
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C. COLOR SYSTEMS AND ('OLOR NAMIN(

The human visual system iV a trichrornatic systeili. mneaninlg that any co1:

can be produced by a linear combination of any three linearly independent basic

colors. This observation can not be explained except that the eye contains three

types of cones and color perception depends oin the output from these cones. The

ability of a color television monitor to produce all colors with only three color

componenTS is a consequence of this fact. The paper topographical inap iS

intended for human perception and therefore the color Systems us(d to describe

human vision are readily usable for the processing of the digital inap inage. I[(,f.

4: pp. 25-26].

Many color systems have been used to describe color, however the different

color systems generally have tradeoffs witho the amount of information

immediatelh available to the user. Each color system can readily produce all

visible colors. Shifting from one color system to another iS geiierally arI

isomorphic mapping function. [Ref. 4: pp. 85-88].

The color system used for the Eyec(om scanner with red, green and blue

filters is the Red. Green. Blue (R(;B) color system. For each pixel. three values

are assigned ranging from 0 to 255. This value corresponds to the intensity that

is utilized to display each color of each pixel of the image. fRef. 5: pp. 19-201.

The actual pixel image produced by the di-t)lay of the red. green and blue

values may not reflect the original color on the paper map. This depends on the

accuracy of the color filters used. and tile illumination of the paper map during

11
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the digitization process and the zero and range settings of the Eye(om scanner.

The digital image produced can be used to determine color nanie assignments if

the RGB pixel values for a color name are consistent for the whole image. If a

pixel is known to be black and has a RGB value of (50,0,0) then all pixels with

value (50,0.0) should also be assigned the color name black, regardless that the

pixel seems to be predominately red.

This characteristic of the system allows a list of heuristics to be compiled for

use in the non-interactive phase of the system for a specific setup of the EyeCom

scanner. As long as the EyeCom scanner is consistently setup in the specified

manner, those heuristic values will correctly identify color names.

Although the RGB color system is sufficient for the determination of the

heuristics to be used in the first phase, it is better to be able to assign a color

name to a whole range of values than to specific values. The RGB system allows

this setting of heuristic ranges. but for some cases the RGB system provides only

small ranges for a color name.

Another color system called the YIQ color system more directly represents

the human eye's response to differing colors. It can be produced by a linear

combination of the RGB values. The YIQ systen takes into account the human

eye's response to total intensity changes and the eyes greater response to green.

Y is the "Luminance" of the pixel:

Y = .299 R + .587 (; + .114 B

12



I and Q are "Chroxninance" values of the pixel:

I = .596 R - .274 ( - .322 B

Q = .211 R - .523 ; + .312 B

The Y value roughly corresponds to how bright a pixel appears to the human

eye. The I value is a measure of the relation of the amount of red to the amount

of green and blue (redness). The Q value is a measure of the relation of the

amount of green to the amount of red and blue (purpleness). In the RGB system

the additive nature of light is linear for brightness. Adding equal amounts of red.

green and blue to a color is thought to produce the same color. only brighter.

Since the human eye is normally more responsive to green this isn't necessarily

true. [Ref. 4: pp. 851 [Ref. 6: pp. 84-90].

The YIQ system better represents this nonlinear response of the human eye

and in most cases allows a better setting of heuristic ranges for phase one color

determination processing.

The inverse functions for transforming the YIQ system to the RGB system

are:

R = Y + .948 I +.624 Q

G; = Y- .2761- .640Q

B = Y- 1.105 I + 1.73 Q

(Note: the RGB values must be limited to a range of 0 to 255).

13



III. PHASE I MAP PROCESSIN(;

A. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

In order for the system to provide a phased approach to digital cartographic

database production, the following system requirements must be met.

The digitizer used to generate the initial digital image of the map must

produce color images with sufficient precision to facilitate subsequent processing.

The first phase computer must be efficient in both speed and memory/disc

usage. The large volume of data to be processed, it must provide substantial

memory and disc storage space.

The second phase computer must be oriented toward graphical displays of

complex polygons and must provide sufficient resolution and editing mechanisms

to allow the rapid editing of map images. This computer must also be efficient in

both speed and memory/disc usage. Substantial memory and disc storage space

must be available.

If preprocessing of the color digital image is required prior to the submission

to the first phase. an interactive computer system is necessary. The computer

system used for second phase image editing is sufficient to provide this service.

14
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B. DIGITIZATION PRO()'E.iS

The digitizing hardware and software used in this system is a Spatial Data

Systems. Inc.. EyeCom Scanner connected to a Digital Equipment. PDP-11

Minicomputer. The selection of the digitizing system was based solely on

availability, rather than any intrinsic values of the EyeCom Scanner.

The EyeCom is a black and white system that produces a 480 by 640 pixel

digital image of the source document. The digital image is stored in a 512 by 640

byte file. All processing of the digital image must compensate for the additional

32 bytes appended to each row of the image. [Ref. 5: p. 11].

The creation of a color image using the EyeCom Scanner is accomplished by

using red. green and blue filters placed over the lens of the scanner. This

produces red. green and blue files of the scanned image. The three files are

merged during processing to produce a color image. The filters used for the

system are a Cokin A.003 red filter, a Cokin A.004 green filter. and a Cokin A.020

blue filter.

The standard illumination for the EyeCon Scanner is a light table that

produces backlighting. This source of illumination proved unreliable for map

image production. The illumination for this system consists of overhead desk

lamps using 60 Watt incandescent bulbs.

15
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Tht' re(d. greci, ail(: hi ti fil- output from the Eye( oil .scanilner arc

downloaded to tape for processing on either a VAX-I /780 or Motorola MC68020

based workstation. The actual digitization instructions are contained in the

Appendix.

C. IMA(;E PREPROCESSIN(;

After digitization of the source map using the EyeCom Scanner. the three

files produced using the red, green, and blue filters are merged into a data
p..p

structure that not only captures the color of the pixel image. but also corrects for
P.

the inconsistencies of the independent filter image production.

One of the major problems encountered with the digitization of three

separate images using differing filters is that the three digital images produced are

u!-uallv offset in sone manner producing a blurring effect. This is attributed to

the manual changing of the filters and the inability to attach the filters to the lens

in a consistent manner with the plane of the filter parallel to the source map and

norxial to the lens-to-source axis. This results in the actual row-column

c(,)rdinates of a single pixel being shifted left-right and/or up-down from filter

iniage to filter image.

To partially cornpnate for le offset problelI an interactive process is

extcuted on the three filtered files to better align the three digital images as

indicated in Figure 3.1. .oine error still exists after processing due to the integer-

value shifting of the filter images and the actual real-valued offset values.

10
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the polygonial mla p represent at ion file
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lcC(MIil)Ilied jit rac(TiveI, by a(iijustii tli( R(B t aild "'IQ paraiiter- t(

correctlv identify pixels. without incorrectly naming any pixels.

The initial determination of heuristic values is accomplished interactively on

a Silicon Graphics Inc.. IRIS Turbo 2400 Graphics Workstation. Gross parameters

are initially selected and the digital map is passed through the sieve to determine

the color names, and the color determined map is displayed on the graphics

terminal for verification. The parameters are then adjusted to remove any

incorrectly named pixels and to name those pixels that can be positively

identified. This procedure is repeated until no adjustments are possible to further

refine the initial naming process. Depending on the consistency of the

illumination used for digitization. the alignment of the three filter images. and the

resolution of the video digitizer the color determined map is usually more than 50

percent complete after the completion of this initial process.

Once the heuristic parameters have been identified they remain unchanged

for all future processing of images using the same setup of the EyeCom scanner.

The heuristic parameters obtained above are used as a sieve in the the initial color

naming process:

Example Algorithri:

for each pixel

color is UNKNOWN
total= R + ; + B

20
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determine. N
determine I
determine Q

case total of:
0 to 29 .. color is BLACK

30 to 59 ifY 25
== color s BLACK

end if

510 to 539 if Y 180 and
Y 160 and

1 -25 and

1 -50 and
Q 0 and

Q "-35 and
(Q4 -5
== color is BLUE

end if

elseif Y 185 and
Y 170 and
I. 50 and

I 30 and
Q 10 and

Q -20
== , color is BROWN

end elseif

elseif Y , 190 and
Y 175 and

1. 20 and
I 10 and
Q -15 and
Q :-30

- color is GREEN
end elseif

21



540 to 569 if Y 19(0 anld

end case

end for

F. REGION GROWING

The remainder of the first phase processing is non-interactiv( and is executed

on either the Silicon Graphics Inc., IRIS Turbo 2400 Graphics WAorkstation or on

a Digital Equipment Corporation. VAX-11/780.

Once the initial color determined map is produced. phase one continues with

a lattery of region growing routines to assign colors to pixels remaining

undetermined fron the initial pixel naming process. Two region growing routines

*. are used. Both routines function similarly but one determines new pixels given a

single known pixel. and the other takes a single unknown pixel and determines its

color depending on the determined color of the pixels in the immediate vicinitv.

[Ref. 7: pp. 68-69'.

1. (;ro%%ing From Known Pixel,

The first region groowing routine (grow from known) grows from already

determined pixel, Each invocation of this subroutine includes a parameter list

that are region growing heurist ic for the color of the pixels to be grown (see

below). comparis)n is made between the known pixel and each adjacent

22



4 unknown pixel. If the comparison is within the paralreter- assigined bv the(

routine, then the unknown pixel is changed to the color of the unknown pixel.

Comparison parameters passed as arguments to this routine are:

Color: The color of the known pixel
from which region growing is to proceed.

Maximum Red Difference: If the difference between the red value
of the known pixel and the red value of
the unknown pixel being tested is less
than the Maximum Red Difference then the

unknown pixel may be the same color as
the known pixel.

Maximum Green Difference: If the difference between the green value
of the known pixel and the green value of
the unknown pixel being tested is less

than the Maximum Green Difference then the
unknown pixel may be the same color as
the known pixel.

Maximum Blue Difference: If the difference between the blue value
of the known pixel and the blue value of

the unknown pixel being tested is less
than the Maxinium Blue Difference then the
unknown pixel may be the same color a-

the known pixel.

Maximum Intensity of If the unknown pixel" intensity is less
the Unknown Pixel: than the Maxiniuni Intensity of the Unknown-ii

Pixel the unknown pixel may be the sanie color

as the known pixel. (intensity = R - G + B)

Minimum Intensity of If the unknown pixels intensity is greater
the Unknown Pixel: than the Minimum Intensity of the Unknown

Pixel the unknown pixel may be the same color

as the known pixel. (intensity R G + B)

23
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After exci,(lii of, thi- rouwin, a "scratch pad" copy of the color

determined inap is made with "I"'s for those pixels that are known to be the

desired color and "O"'s for those pixels that are either unknown or not the desired

color. The scratch pad copy is maintained to ensure that every previously named

-- 2, pixel is investigated and indicate., when all named pixels have been investigated,

terminating the routine.

Using the above scratch pad copy and the color determined map the

following occurs:

1. Each pixel of the color determined map is queried sequentially to
determine if a "1" exists in the scratch pad (a named pixel).

2. If a "1" exists in the scratch pad, the scratch pad value is changed
to "0". and the pixel is submitted to a recursive subroutine for
region growing.

The recursve subroutine checks each adjacent pixel to determine if
it has been previously named.

4 If the; adjacent pixel has not been named, the named pixel and adjacent
pix(,] are conmpared to deterrmine if tie adjacent pixel is within the

)r(srrib(.d paranlwteN.

If th( adjacf,nt pixei i, within the prescribed paraneters. the color
of he adjacenit pixel is set to that of the named pixel. a "1" i"
inert ed ii he c ratch pad for the adjacent pixel. and a recursive
'aill to thE -ulroitiiie i,, made using the newly deteriiined pixel a.s

ifhe pr o ':,. v na itid pixel

If tht a ii.ca,-,it px.i ,- i ot %,vitl tht pr(scribed pararieters, it
rcilii- liiki",,' ald Iie Text a]idlac(ri pix(l to the previously riailed
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7. If the adjacent p'xel is found to be previously naIlied. the scratch pad
copy is tested for a "1" at the corresponding pixel. If their is a "1"
in the scratch pad a recursive call is made using that adjacent pixel
as the previously named pixel.

8. When all adjacent pixels of a previously named pixel are tested step
*1 is continued.

9. When the last pixel in the scratch pad has been tested, the process
either terminates, if the scratch pad is all "O"'s. or step # 1 is
restarted, if there exists "1"'s in the scratch pad. (a scratch pad
counter is maintained for this purpose).

2. Growing From Unknown Pixels

The second region growing routine attempts to determine an unnamed

pixels color by comparing it to the pixels in its immediate vicinity. The

immediate vicinity is defined by a radius passed to the routine as a parameter.

The pixel comparison is similar to that used in the grow from known routine.

However. the unnamed pixel's color is determined by the pixel in the immediate

vicinity that has the red. green and blue values closest to the unnamed pixel's red.

green and blue values.

The routine functions as follows:

1. Each pixel of the color determined map is queried sequentially to
determine if it is unnamed.

2. If a pixel is unnamed (target pixel), each pixel within the specified
radius is compared to the target pixel starting from the furthest
pixels within the radius and proceeding to the closest neighboring
pixels. The furthest pixels within the radius are compared first
because if two pixels of differing color name generate identical
comparison values then the closest named pixel's color is the preferred
color and therefore must be assigned to the target pixel.
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3. If the neighboring pixel is named and it differs from the target
pixel by a value less than or equal to those pixels previously
compared. then the target pixel is tentatively assigned the color
of the named pixel.

4. If the neighboring pixel is also unnamed and it differs from the
target pixel by a value less than or equal to those pixels previously
compared. then the target pixel is tentatively assigned a color name
of unknown. This prevents the target pixel from being assigned an
inaccurate color name when other unnamed pixels within the radius may
later be assigned accurate color names.

5. When all pixels within the radius have been compared. the target
pixel is permanently assigned the tentative color name if it is not
unknown.

6. When all unnamed pixels within the color determined map have been
processed the process starts over at step * 1 if any unnamed pixel

has been named during the cycle. If no pixel has been named during
the cycle, then the process terminates.

G. REMOVAL OF SINGLE KNOWN PIXELS

Due to the high resolution used for map digitization and the relative small

ground area represented by a single pixel (about 2 ft by 2 ft), pixel area

orientations that represent a single pixel object or a linear object of only one pixel

width are useless for autonomous vehicle route planning. A routine to remove

these single named pixel areas is used as exemplified in Figure 3.3. On

invocation, the color determined map is repeatedly scanned to determine if a

named pixel is a single pixel case. This routine continues as long as changes occur

and terminates after scanning the whole map without change.
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Fig. 3.3 - Removal of Single Known Pixels
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H. ASSIGNMENT OF SINGLE UNKNOWN PIXELS

As explained above, the occurrence of a single pixel object or single pixel

wide linear object is neither necessary nor desired. In those cases where a single

pixel is unnamed and its orientation (see Figure 3.4) leads to only two possible

cases, either a single pixel known, discussed above, or it being assigned the same

color as its immediate neighboring pixels, it is assigned the color of its neighbors.

A routine to assign color names to those pixels identified as single unknown pixels

is utilized to further enhance the color determined map. This routine repeatedly

scans the color determined map to identify those unknown pixels that fall within

the identified cases. This routine continues as long as changes occur and

terminates when no unnamed pixel is assigned a color name during a pass through

the map.

I. FINAL COLOR NAME ASSIGNMENT

On completion of all region growing. single known pixel removal and single

unknown pixel name assignment. the color determined map is predominately

complete. However. some pixels are still unknown primarily due to the "fuzzy

edge" effect produced during the digitization process. The final routine executed

on the map is identical to region growing from unknown pixels discussed above,

except that other unnamed pixels within the radius of the target unnamed pixel

are ignored. This results in every unnamed pixel being assigned a color name

depending on the named pixels surrounding it,
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Fig. 3.4 - Assignment of Single Unknown Pixel
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,J. POLYGONAL MAP PRODI'('TI()N

1. (eneral

Once every pixel has been assigned a color name, the color determined

map is processed to generate a polygonal map representation. For this process a

simplistic approach is taken to decrease execution time and to ensure that every

polygon produced is convex.

After subroutine execution at the start of the polygonization subroutine.

a duplicate pixel array, hereafter referred to as a "scratch pad". is created

consisting of all "O"s. This scratch pad copy is utilized to store the image of a

Tsingle group of equally named pixels during processing.

The color determined map is scanned sequentially to find a named pixel

that has not been used previously in a group. When an unused pixel is found, it

is marked as used, the corresponding element of the scratch pad is set to "I" and

the pixel is submitted to another subroutine, described below, for group

determination.

Once the group has been determined and a copy of it is stored in the

scratch pad. the scratch pad group is submitted to a subroutine, described below,

for (ivision into non-intersecting, triangles, lines and points and subsequent

inclusion in the polygonal map file.

2. (olor (Group Determination

A color group is an area of pixels with the same name that have at least

one vertex in common with any other pixel in the group. The color determined
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map is divided into color groups by a subroutine that sequentially scans the color

determined map for a pixel that is not already in a group. Once a pixel has been

found, it becomes the first member of a new group, the pixel is marked as used,

and then a call to a recursive subroutine is made on all immediate neighbors with

the same color name that have not been used in a group. As a neighbor is found

to be the same color and not part of a previous group, it becomes a member of

the new group, the pixel is set to used, a "1" is placed in the corresponding

scratch pad element, and the subroutine recurses on that pixel's immediate

neighbors. This process continues until no other elements of the group are

identified.

3. Polygon Generation

Each group is submitted to a subroutine that divides the group into a

series of non-intersecting equilateral right triangles. lines and points as depicted in

Figure 3.5. This is accomplished by scanning the group from left-to-right and

from top-to-bottom. In this way, there are only five categories of equilateral right

triangles, four categories of lines and one category of points. Each successive pixel

in the group and its immediate neighbors are tested against the ten possible pixel

configurations. Each configuration identifies the type of triangle, line or point

that is to be generated. For each configuration. a subroutine is called that

determines the maximum size of the triangle, line or point allowable for the

group.
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On completion. the triangle, line or point is added to the polygon map

file and those elements in the scratch pad that are defined by the polygon, line or

point are set to "0" and removed from the group.

4. Polygon Map Format

The polygon information generated is appended to the polygon map file

for use in phase two processing. This file is designed to be not only useful for

editing purposes but also useful in autonomous vehicle route planning. The

format for the polygon map file is:

1. Group Color Code

2. Group Description Code

3. Group Speed Value

4. Type (polygon, line, point). Vertices (coordinate pairs)

(as many type-vertex entries as need for the group)

5. End of Group Marker
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IV. RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. INITIAL PIXEL NAMING

The use of heuristic values to initially determine a sufficient number of pixel

names adequately provides a basis for region growing. The actual determination

of the heuristic values is best described as a refinement process, predicated on the

specific setup of the video digitizer. The more map images used to determine the

heuristics the better the correctness of any one random image processed through

pha.,e oni.

The greatest limitation of the initial pixel naming process is the clarity and

consiT, iov of the red. green and blue images produced by the video digitizer.

I Resolution

It is necessary to have at least a resolution of 500 pixels per inch to

deterinirie the fine detail found in USGS 1:24,000 maps. This is the minimum

reolunio that effectively produces adequate final products. A resolution greater

tian li. i desirable because the greater resolution will substantially decrease the

.(,1 effect caused by area sampling of the paper map. This allows a

broai,r ril'ge off I urist ics to be used for the initial pixel naming.
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2. Filter Alignment

The alignment of the red, green and blue images produced by the video

digitizer is another factor influencing the "fuzzy" edge effect. Misalignment of the

images causes a significant amount of image blurring adversely effecting the

ability to assign heuristic values. This alignment problem can be partially

corrected by an interactive preprocessing routine designed to align the three

images. However. this is time consuming and must be executed on every digital

map representation produced. A concerted effort to align the actual color filters

properly before digitization will produce a better resultant map representation

and will need to be accomplished only once.

3. Lens Spherical Aberration

Spherical aberration of the digitizer lens is a problem that can only be

minimized through the procurement of a quality video digitizer. Spherical

aberration plays a greater part in the overall system's success when the lens must

be positioned close to the paper map. The need to lower the digitizer lens close to

the paper map is again dependent on the resolution of the video digitizer. A 1600

by 1600 resolution digitizer can be positioned more than twice as far away from

the paper map and still provide the 500 pixels per inch resolution needed to

provide detail, compared to a 480 by 640 resolution digitizer that must be

positioned a mere few inches away from the paper image. The closer the lens is to

the paper map the greater the angle is between the sample area and the lens-

paper central axis. Pixels positioned at the extremes of the digital image may
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hi'vt i bc n-i i. l'), d dt(,I'or(e t)ro('csiig du' 1o lhe. spatial an(i red. greeii andi id ue

Villue iMlaccuralc ie. The 480 by 640 resolutiol video digitizer used in this thesis

required that the lens be positioned approximately three inches from the paper

map surface to maintain the 500 pixel per inch resolution, resulting in the

necessary discard of all but the center 280 by 440 pixel map image.

4. Illuminat ion

The majority of phase one processing relies on the ability of the

digitizat loll process to provide consistent red, green and blue values for similarly

col ,re, ')ix(,l-. This ability is strongly affected by the light sources used to

ii11Iinmate IHi p a;per map during digitization. A standardized light source must be

ise(d for ilap illumination and rinist be tested frequently for consistent

illumition . A (arkroon to prevent random light sources (i.e.. room lights) from

I In.rf( ring wit h t lie (I igit izat ion process is necessary.

5. Foci-w

Focus is also important to the digitization process to minimize image

.r blurring and to provide consistent triap values. This is usually not a problem.

However. focus niust be strictly maintained.

6. R ecoim i tded Digitization Stat iol

The (digitilation stat ion nTslt provide the following:

a 1Aeat 1(1 ini a darkroori like those use(d for photograpliy.

") Tew vl(io (1igiier iinist be high quality with:
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(1) High resolution.

(2) Minimal lens spherical aberration.

(3) Fine focusing, height, and aperture adjustments,

(4) Automatic red, green and blue image generation,

(5) The filters must be linearly independent colors.

(6) Fine adjustment of filter alignment,

(7) Excellent linear frequency response for visible light.

c. The light source must provide consistent illumination of the
paper map and provide light frequencies similar to that of
sunlight. This source must be circular in shape and centered
around the digitizer lens to provide consistent lighting.

d. The video digitizer and paper map platen must be relatively
vibration free. Damping pads under the supports for the
digitizer are needed to reduce vibrations.

e. The entire system must be able to be locked into position once
the heuristics for the initial pixel naming have been determined.
Any changes in video digitizer setup may destroy the correctness
of the initial naming heuristics. Once the digitizer setup is
locked in place. the user need only insert the paper map on the
platen and start the digital image generation process.

B. REGION GROWING

The subroutines used for region growing are consistently able to resolve most

pixel name assignments based on the pixels selected in the initial naming process.

As discussed in the previous section, the initial pixel naming process is

significantly influenced by the digital images produced by the video digitizer.
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SinI( c rcgion growing91 i bseld mi~ I In ifoii I ia naiiiiili process-,. aiiV illiICCUraCi

c*rca ted by) t hf' InIit ial niam~ing process, are ftirt her aggravate byI region growing.

il%:The hei-stic paramleters used In the region growing roultiries are relatively

* general InI nat ure. However. the refinemient of these p~arameters for the specific

vidleo digitizer setuip is nieded to insure correctniess of the rendered Image and to

Iiprove processing speed.

C. HM VL/SlN NTOF SINGLE PIXELS

The remiovalI of single known pixels anid assignmilent of single unknown pixels

I, niot Ilivcssh r.\ to thle overall efecrt iveriess of thei p~hase one p~roce~ss . However,

diep~ending on t iec resol Ut oll at -whiich IItlIv illiagfe was dIigit ized thle ilic lusionl of

hlese, single pixel areas Is tioriially Inaccurate anid adversely effects the size of the

p()lvgonia iiiap dlat abase as all informiation (color, descriptitn. speed, etc .' must

-et ia inied for thle sinrgle pi'xel area. S nice single pixt] areas areiniifct

auid lisliaiiy inacculrate, the inclusion of t hemi in the database also adversely effects

thec phasct two'( processing tulle as, each of these pixels must be corrected

nit eract ivlyv. Fimnher, the single pixel area represents a corresponding grouind

arca of' a pprox imat ely 2 feet InI dlianwitV er hen I the lia p Is digit ized at a resolution

of iO)pixel-s per inchI. njrce tHie poly gonal tiaps, jrodtuced by this systemi are to

be iisi-l for awntlornmois ve-hicle rouite planning. the inclusion/exclusion of such a

sin1aI! aireaii inthe database neithecr aids nor hampers the determiiation of optimal

routes.,



D. FINAL COLOR NAME ASSIGNMENT

Due to the misalignment of the color filters and the discrete area sampling of

the video digitizer. region growing will not be able to determine all pixel names.

Some pixels. particularly those around black named pixels. take on totally

different values than of the pixels surrounding them. In this case, one of two

alternatives are feasible. Either allow the unknown pixels to remain as unknown

and assign their color names during the interactive phase two processing. or assign

the remaining unknown pixels a color name based on which named pixel in their

immediate vicinity has the most similar red. green and blue values. The later

solution was taken to this problem. The usefulness of the polygonal map image to

autonomous vehicle route planning doesn't necessitate the perfect naming of every

pixel. However. if pixels are left as unknown, the route planning algorithm has to

take into account the uncertainty as to what the pixels represent. or the pixels

must be interactively named in phase two. The individual naming of pixels in

phase two is a repetitious. and undesirable activity. The correction of any pixels

misnamed by the final color name assignment requires less attention. since most

pixels are correctly named. In addition. the size of the polygonal map database is

adversely affected by allowing unknown pixels since manyv of these represent very

small areas.
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E. POLYGONAL MAP PRODU'CTION

The polygonal map production subroutine used proved extremely fast. It

satisfactorily compressed the map information into an easily managed database.

The information contained in the database is sufficient for currently anticipated

autonomous vehicle route planning. It also provides flexibility for the addition of

other database information due to its group record format. Although better

algorithms can be used for polygon production. the speed of this subroutine

provides easy use and reasonable data compression, with very little processing

time.

F. PHASE ONE FINAL RESULTS

Figures 4.1a and 4.1b are printouts of the Corral de Tierra color determined

map immediately after the initial pixel naming. The initial pixel naming

subroutine has sparsely named many of the pixels in the map. The black pixel

map and white pixel map are better defined primarily due to their existence at

the lowest and highest extremes of the color spectrum. These are the easiest to

determine heuristic values for initial pixel naming. The blue. green and brown

pixel maps are very sparsely populated due to the difficulty of determining value

heuristics that not only select the correct pixels, but correctly fail to select those

pixel colors that are the result of filter misalignment and discrete sampling. This

"fuzzy edge" effect is the greatest obstacle to rapid, accurate color determined

map images. The correct absence of identified pixels in the purple and red maps
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is due to the absence of any red and purple areas in this map section. The data

for the initial naming of the Corral de Tierra map segment are contained in Table

4.1.

Figures 4.2a and 4.2b are printouts of the Corral de Tierra map segment after

one pass through the region growing subroutines. Each color has been

significantly improved, but numerous pixels remain unknown. Of particular note

is the relatively complete white map. Although most of the white pixels have

been determined, numerous small areas still remain unknown. Tihe data for the

Corral de Tierra map segment after the first pass of region growing are contained

in Table 4.2.

The color determined map of Corral de Tierra, after completion of region

growing. is contained in Figures 4.3a and 4.3b. At this point most of the pixel

names have been determined and few unnamed pixels remain. Those pixels that

are still unknown are primarily due to filter image misalignment and discrete

sampling. On inspection of the green, brown, white and unknown images. the

occurrence of singleton unknown pixels are observed. Many of these unknown

pixe!s will be changed to the same color as their surrounding neighbors during the

removal/assignment of single pixels process. The data for complete region

growing are contained in Table 4.3.

Figure 4.4a and 4.4b are the color determined images for the Corral de Tierra

map segment after removal single known pixels and assignment of single unknown

pixels. Few pixels remain unnamed after this process. Those that are still
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unknown are tot ally due to fiher image xiisaligninent and discrete sailipling. At

this point either the color determined iap can be u.sed as is and the editor can be

used to assign the unnamed pixels their proper color name, or as presented here,

the color determined map can be further processed to name all remaining

unnamed pixels. This final process may produce incorrectly named pixels that

must be renamed by phase two, however. the majority of the unnamed pixels will

- be correctly named. The data for the Corral de Tierra map segment after

completion of the single pixel removal and assignment are contained in Table 4.4.

The final ouTr ut of the Corral de Tierra map segment is contained in Figure

4.5a and 4.5b. During the final process of phase one. the unnamed pixels

remaining in the color determined map are compared to their immediate

neighbors and are assigned the color name of the neighbor best resembling the

unknown pixel. In each color map of Figures 4.5a and 4.5b, careful inspection

will reveal the occurrence of thin, short lines extending from some areas. This
-S

inaccuracy results from the blurry edges at the interfaces to these areas. Another

inaccuracy is observeable in the brown map printout. Between the middle and

upper arm of the "E". the contour lines are merged into one solid brown area.

This too is a result of edge blurring. Small. light areas surrounded by dark areas

are significantly reduced or. in this case where brown contour lines surround

small white areas. are totally eliminated. These two types of errors are easily

(tiscovered and corrected by the phase two editing process.
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Process data for the Cor de Tierra map segment after completion of plhas

one processing are contained in Table 4.5.

The final polygonal map representation produced by phase one is identical to

Figures 4.5a and 4.5b. Table 4.6 contains relative data to the generation of the

polygonal map representation of the presented Corral de Tierra map segment. Of

particular importance is the reduction in storage with the increase in information

maintained. Each pixel represented has associated with it a color code (2 bytes),

description (6 bytes), speed (2 bytes), group, and sub-area. Depending on the

relative complexity of the map segment the storage requirement will

correspondingly change. However, due to the intrinsic grouping of pixels on

topographical maps. at no time will the size of the database for a map segment

reach the 369.600 bytes required to store the original digital map image.
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TABLE 4.1

DATA FOR C'ORRAL DE TIERRA MAP
AFTER INITIAL PIXEL NAMING

C'OLOR jPIXELS % PIXELS
_____________NAMED _______NAMED

BLACK: 3,675 2. 98 ',

BLUE: 93 .08 (/"C

BROWA'N: 3,880 31

(;REEN: 419 .34 '/"

PURPLE: 0 .00

RED: 0 .00

WHITE: 39,339 31.93

UNKNWN:75,794 61.52

TOTAL: 123.200 100.00

Processing Time: IRIS-2400 1.78 secs
for Initial
Namning VAX 11/780 5.34 secs

Processing Time: IRIS-2400 2.00 secs
TOTAL

VAX 11/780 6. 76 secs
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TABLE 4.2

DATA FOR CORRAL DE TIERRA MAP AFTER
ONE PASS THROUGH REGION GROWING

COLOR J PIXELS % PIXELS
NAMED NAMED

BLACK: 3,783 3.07 (

BLUE: 189 .15 "Z

BROWN: 9,332 7.57 Z

GREEN: 1,689 1.37 c

PURPLE: 0 .0

RED: 0 .00 .

WHITE: 64.60(0 52.44 (

UNKNOWN: 43.607 35.40 "U

i TOTAL: 123.200 100.00 '

Processing Time: IRIS-2400 47.34 .cC
for First
Pass VAX 11/780 336.25 .,ecs

Processing Time: IRIS-2400 49.60 secs
TOTAL

VAX 11/780 344.03 ,ecs
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1)A T A FOI? ?)l R l.l 1)1L TIFLIIA MAIP
AFTER EI(N(I(%N( I

COLOR I PIXELS (%i PIXELS
NAME) NAMED

BLA CK: 4,07 4 3.31 1

BLUE: 51() -1 1

BR W(VN: 27,349 22.20

(;REEN: 7.213 5.85

PU'RPLE: 0o .00

RED: 0 .00 (;i

VHITE: 81.017 65.76 c

UNKNO(WN: 3.037 2.47

T () T.A L: 123.200 100.00 <

t'roccessiig Tlime: IR s24 00 75.39 sees
for legioxi

(,r )wiig VAX 11/78) 5107.85 secs

1rnce ,-ing Tritm': IRIS-2.400 77 65 ,cs
T T.. 1,

VAX 11/7s0 513 63 ,c
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TABLE 4.4

DATA FOR CORRAL DE TIERRA MAP AFTER
REMOVAL/ASSIGNMENT OF SINGLETON PIXELS

COLOR PIXELS % PIXELS
NAMED NAMED

BLACK: 4,095 3.32 

BLUE: 555 .45

BROWN: 27,740 22.52 %

GREEN: 7,432 6.03

PURPLE: 0 .00 ( l

RED: 0 .00%

WHITE: 82,338 66.83 %

UNKNOWN: 1,040 .84 %

TOTAL: 123.200 100.00

* Processing Time: IRIS-2400 1.32 secs
; for Removal/

Assignment VAX 11/780 4.90 secs

Processing Time: IRIS-2400 78.97 secs
TOTAL

VAX 11/780 520.53 secs
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TABLE 4.5

DATA FOR CORRAL DE TIERRA MAP AFTER
COMPLETION OF PHASE ONE PROCESSING

h COLOR fPIXELS %PIXELS
NAMED NAMED

BLACK. 4,270 3.47

BLUE: 650 .53

BROWN: 28,109 22.82 l

GREEN: 7,473 6.07 (

PURPLE: 0 .00 V(

R ED: 0 .00w

W\HITE: 82.698 67.13

UNKNOWN: 0.0

* TOTAL: 123.200 100.00

Processing Time: IRIS-2400 1.08 sees
for Final
Processing VAX 11/780 3.95 sees

I Processinig Time: IRIS-2400 80.05 sees
TOTAL

VAX 11/780 524.48se-
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TABLE 4.6

DATA FOR CORRAL DE TIERRA MAP
POLYGONAL MAP GENERATION

Processing Time: IRIS-2400 62.88 secs
TOTAL

VAX 11/780 252.89 secs

# Groups 167

# Sub-Areas* 13,765

Map Size 123,200
(pixels)

File Size 174,970
(bytes)

* sub-areas consist of the triangles, lines and points

that makeup a group.
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V. CONCLU-SIONS

This study has presented the first phase of a two phase approach to

po!.gonal map database generation and maintenance. Although the digitization

equipment used was outdated by current standards, the non-interactive

generation of polygonal map representations is feasible and economically advisable

for today's technology.

The only drawback to the non-interactive phase of the this system is the time

required to determine the heuristic parameters used in the initial pixel naming

process. For this study these heuristic values were all determined by trial-and-

error. A more rapid and less painful method of heuristic determination is

required. A "learning program" using a language such as Prolog is recommended.

This tool is designed to accept input from the operator. such as "this is a black

pixel" or "this is not a white pixel", and using the user provided examples and the

red. green and blue values at the example pixels, the tool would automatically

d(termine the. heuristic parameters for the specific setup of the video digitizer.

This type of tool is consistent with today's technology.

Th, second plhase of the presented systeni is an interactive database editor

for the correction, merging. refinement and updating of the polygonal map
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segments. This interactive editor is similar to the map editors used by the VS(;.S

today but designed to share the database produced by phase one. [Ref. 2].

_"
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APPENDIX PHASE I EXECUVTION INSTRUCTIONS

This Appendix contains the operating instructions for the first phase of the
sy steil.

EYECOM MAP IMAGE DIGITIZATION

The EyeCorn, Video Digitizer is located in Room 506, Spanagel Hall. The
following instructions are for generating the red, green and blue digital
images of thle paper map and for transferring these image files to the
Silicon Graphics Inc.. IRIS-2400. The EyeCorn video digitizing system
consists of the E-ye(.oni Vidicon Television Camnera and Monitor. and an
Admi3a Terminal. This system is connected to a PDP-11 minicomputer and
tape drive. The materials need for this part of the process are contained

inTbe1

TABLEI

MATERIALS NEEDED

USGS 1:24.000 map

Red Filter - ('okin A.003

Green Filter - Cokin A.004

Blue Filter - Cokin A.020

Tape (for attaching filters to
lens arid mnap to light
t able)

Transfer Miagnetic Tape

1. Turn onl thle Eye( orn iMonitor hy pulling out the upper right knob
locatedl On the back of the Mlonitor. This knob is also the
lbrigit ne"s conrt rol.
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2. Turn on the EyeCom Vidicon Television Camera by setting the
silver toggle switch. located on top of the camera, to the
"ON" position.

3. On the monitor, push the "VIDEO" key on the keyboard until
the LED is on.

4. Lower the camera to the lowest possible position by turning
the large knob located on the left side of the camera mount
and lowering the camera until the mount-stop is reached.

5. Turn on the two 60 watt incandescent lamps, and position them
on the left and right of the camera.

6. Loosely place the map on the light table platen, directly
under the camera lens. (Note: do not turn on the light
table.)

4. Remove the lens cap of the camera. At this time you should
see an image of the map on the monitor. (If no image is on
the screen. wave your hand between the map and the camera lens.
You should see the monitor change as your hand is moved. Adjust
the monitor brightness by turning the upper right knob located
on the back of the monitor. Adjust the monitor contrast by
turning the lower right knob located on the back of the monitor.)

8. Adjust the focus and aperture of the camera until an image of
the map is seen on the monitor. (The aperture setting is the
lowest silver ring on the camera lens. There are two focus
settings. The coarse focus setting is the highest black ring
on the camera lens. The fine focus setting is the knob located
on the top of the camera, next to the on-off toggle switch.)

9. Center the light table under the camera, center the map segment
desired on the light table. and securely tape the map to the

light table. (Ensure that the map is taped so that it is flat.)

10. Adjust the focus and aperture on the camera, the brightness and
contrast on the monitor, and the positioning of the lights until
a crisp image is shown on the monitor and the illumination of
the image is relatively consistent.
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1. Now .(, rtr diiti -Ig the filtered iap ii agep.

Wulrll-oii Ii( Ati i ll=3? Tc.riiiinal by lore.sing thk(, toggle switch located
on the right. rear Ot lhe (,riinal.

12. When the system prompt " ' is observed type "HEL DEMO <CR >".

After receiving the pronipt "PASSWORD", type a < CR>. This places
you In an executing program that controls the video digitizer.

13. The program will give you a list of instructions and then prompt
you for an answer. When " 'please enter option letter [S]:" is
presented. type "E .CR ". This tells the program you wish to use
the EveCom.

14. Now you are ready to calibrate the system. After more instructions,
the progran will prompt you with " >*please enter suboption [S]:".
Type "' CR ". This starts the calibration process.

15. After a list of instructions are given you will receive a prompt
"SET ". Type "I". This initializes the calibration routine.

16. You will then receive another "SET ," prompt. Type "S S". This
sets up the video digitizer for system use.

17. You will then receive the question "LENS CAPPED?". Place the lens
cap on the camera lens and then type "Y".

IS. The program will then execute and display a lot of information on
the screen which is of no consequence. You will again receive
the prompt "SET ". REMOVE THE LENS CAP.

19. Now you are ready to calibrate the video digitizer for the first
filter image. Cut two pieces of tape about 12 inches long. Place
the pieces of tape onl two opposing edges of the red filter. Place
the tapu' so the filter is approximately centered along the tape.
('AREFULLY place the filter up to the lens of the camera and attached
the tape to t e left and righ, side of the camera body. Ensure that
the filter is. filish against the camera lens. but do not pull the tape
so tight that the filter is bent. (DO NOT move the focus ring, bump
th' c aiera. )uimp the light table, or inl anyway change the overall
setii , of the camjera/imap systene.)
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20. Readjust the camera aperture and focus, and monitor b)rigliti('e and
contrast to get a clear, crisp image. (ENSURE THE FOCF.S Is

COR RENT at this time. After this step NEVER touch the focus again.)

21. TURN-OFF all room lights. Leave the two lamps on.

22. On the Adm3a Terminal type "S B". You will be prompted with

"SET CURSOR ON BLACK". VERY CAREFULLY place the lens cap

on the paper map approximately in the center of the monitor

image. Using the controller stick on the right front of the
monitor, move the cursor approximately to the center of the

monitor image of the lens cap. Type "<Control ( ^)> E" on the
Adm3a. This process zeros the video digitizer. The program

will output a lot of information of no consequence and then
print "RANGE = 000". The prompt "SET >" will return. CAREFULLY

REMOVE the lens cap from the paper map.

23. Now you must set the range of video digitizer. Type "S W". You

will be prompted with "SET CURSOR ON WHITE". Using the controller

stick. move the cursor onto an area of white closest to the center

of the monitor image. Type " ^E". The program will output a lot of

information of no consequence and then print "RANGE = XXX"

(XXX will be some value between 000 and 255).

24. Now you must ensure that the illumination of the paper map segment

being digitized is as consistent as possible. This is the most
important and time consuming step. If the range statement received

from the last step was not 052, CAREFULLY adjust the camera aperture

higher or lower depending on the range received (moving the aperture
ring toward a larger aperture setting will decrease the range value).

Re-execute from Step 23 until the range is 052.

25. Now you have the range properly set. except the consistency of
the illumination must be refined. Select four white areas of the

map that are approximately in the four quadrants of the monitor

image and about one inch from the center of the image. By

trial-and-error you must repeatedly test the range at each of the
selected areas and readjust the lamps and the aperture setting until

the range at each selected area are all 052. The range testing is
the same procedure as Step 23, except the selected area is used
instead of the center area.
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26. Once you have the illumination properly adjusted you are ready to
make the filtered digital image. Type " ^Z". This terminates the

execution of the EveCom section of the program.

27. You will again be prompted with " >*PLEASE ENTER OPTION

LETTER [ Type "E --CR

28. You will be prompted with " .*PLEASE ENTER SUBOPTION rs:".
product ion mode.

29. You will receive the prompt "MOV ". Type "DP1:xxx.yyy=TV".
("xxx" is the name you select for this map segment. "yyy"

represents what filter is being used (red = "RED". green = "GRN".
blue = "BLI").

30. You will notice a scan line crossing the monitor image from left

to right. This means the image is being produced. When finished.
you will receive a prompt "MOV . Type "Z". CAREFULLY remove

the red filter from the camera lens. You have finished making the

red filtered image.
31. You are now ready to make the blue and green filtered images.

You will have to start over at Step 13. but this time sequentially
use the green and blue filters. IMPORTANT -- DO NOT CHANGE THE

FOCU'S AT ANY TIME.

32. When the red. green and blue filtered images have been produced
type " 'Z". When prompted with " .PLEASE ENTER OPTION LETTER

SV:". Type "Z CR ." This will cause the EyeCom program to
terminate and you will be logged off the system. Unless you
plan to make more map images,. you may now remove the filter and

paper map from the svsterm. Turn off the system by replacing the
le(ns cap. turii off the lamps, turn off the camiera. and turn off

tH i motlitor.
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MAP IMAGE TRANSFER TO TAPE

Once you have produced the three filtered images you must now transfer them
from t e PDP-11 to magnetic tape for subsequent transfer to the IRIS-2400.
After digitization of the map the digital images on the PDP-11 in the EyeCom
directory [7,20].

1. Turn on the Adm3a Terminal. You will receive the prompt ">"

Type "HEL EE4910". When prompted with "PASSWORD", type the
account password and type a <CR>. You will then receive a
prompt ">". You are now in the EE4910 account which is directory

17.30].

2. You must transfer the three filtered map images to the [7,30]
directory. Before transferring the three images list your files
in [7,20] to be sure they exist. Type "PIP j7,20xxx.*/LI <CR>"
(xxx is the file name you selected and the .' will take care of
the .RED, .GRN and .BLU.). You will receive the names of your three
files and the prompt ">".

3. Now transfer your three files to directory [7,30] by typing
"PIP *.*=[7,20]xxx.* <CR>". You will receive the prompt ">" when
completed. Ensure the files were properly transferred by typing
"PIP xxx.*/LI <CR>". The names of the three files will be listed

and the prompt "" will return.

4. Now you are ready to transfer the three files to the magnetic tape.
Take your magnetic tape to the tape drive marked with the number 4.
Open the door by pulling on the right edge. Pull out on the center
knob of the lower spindle. Place your tape on the spindle as
indicated by the directions located on the face of the tape drive.
Push in on the lower spindle knob. Thread the magnetic tape through
the tape head and onto the upper take-up reel as indicated by the
directions on the face of the tape drive. Close the door. Push
the button marked "LOAD" on the upper right of the tape drive unit.
The tape will then be loaded. Push the button marked "ON LINE".
The LED above "ON LINE" will light.
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5. Return to the Adm3a Terminal. Type "FLX MT4:/ZE ,-CR ". This
will erase any files left on the magnetic tape. Now you are

ready to transfer your three files to the tape.
Type "FLX MT4:/DO/IM=xxx.i/RS CR>". The tape drive will begin
turning and your files will be copied to the tape. When the transfer
is completed you will receive the prompt ">".

6. To ensure your files were transferred properly. type
"FLX MT4:*.*/LI <CR>". The tape will rewind and then start
moving forward again. Your three files will be listed on the
Adm3a with the number 640 next to the name. This indicates that

640 blocks (512 bytes/block) were received. This is the file size
you should receive. If any other file size is received you must

retransfer your files.

7. Remove the magnetic tape from the tape drive by pressing the
"REWIND" button located on the upper right of the tape drive. The
tape will rewind very fast until it gets to the beginning of tape
indicator then it will stop. When the tape stops, press the "REWIND"

button again. The tape will rewind slowly until it is removed from
the upper take-up reel. Open the tape drive door, pull out on the
lower spindle knob, remove the magnetic tape, push in on the lower
spindle knob and close the tape drive door.

8. Now you must erase your files in the [7.20] and [7,30] directories.
Type "PIP [7.20]xxx.RED;2/DE ,CR>". You will receive the prompt ">'.
Type "PIP [7.20]xxx.GRN:*/DE CR;,". You will receive the prompt ">'

Type "PIP [7.20]xxx.BLU;*/DE <CR>". You will receive the prompt ">'.
Type "PIP xxx.RED;/DE <CR>". You will receive the prompt ">.
Type "PIP xxx.GRN:*/DE < CR>". You will receive the prompt ">'.

Type "PIP xxx.BLU:/DE <CR>-,". You will receive the prompt ">".
All of the files you created have been deleted. Type "BYE <CR >.
You will be logged off the PDP-II. Turn off the Adm3a by switching

the toggle switch in the right, lower rear of the terminal.
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MAP IMAGE TRANSFER TO IRIS-2400

To transfer the three map image files to the IRIS-2400 you must have an
account on the VMS VAX-11/780. Have one of the Computer Center Staff
instruct you on how to load the magnetic tape onto the VMS tape drive.
and how to log onto the VMS system.

1. Log onto the VMS system. When you receive the VMS prompt type
"MOUNT MF:/FOREIGN <CR>. You will receive a message saying your
tape has been loaded. When you receive the VMS prompt type
"MCR <CR>. You will receive the prompt "MCR>".

2. Now you are ready to transfer the three images to your VMS account.
Type "FLX/RS=MF:[*,*xxx./DO/IM <CR>" (xxx is the name you gave the
files). The tape drive will start moving. When the prompt "MCR>"
returns you files have been copied. Type " ^C" to exit MCR. You
will receive the VMS prompt again.

3. Type "DIR <CR>" to list your directory. The three file names will
appear. You will receive the VMS prompt again.

4. Now you must transfer the three files from the VMS VAX 11/780 to
the IRIS-2400. Type "ftp npscs-iris2 <CR>. This will put you in
the file transfer program (ftp). Type "login yyy < CR>" where yyy
is your account name on the IRIS-2400. Type the password for your
account on the IRIS-2400.

5. Type "binary <CR>". You are now ready to transfer your three files
to the IRIS-2400. Type "put xxx.red <CR>" Use lower case letters
for the file name. The xxx is the name you gave the files. When
transfer is complete, type "put xxx.grn <CR>". When transfer is
complete. type "put xxx.blu".

6. When the transfer is complete, type "bye <CR>" to exit the file
transfer program. When the VMS prompt is received type
"DELETE xxx.*;1 <CR>." to delete your files on the VMS system.

7. Type "DISMOUNT MF: <CR >" this will dismount the magnetic tape
from the VMS tape drive. Remove your tape.
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8. TvI)C "LOGOI'T CRi ". to log off of the VMS VAX 11/780.
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MAP IMAGE ALIGNMENT

To align the three filter images the program "shift.c" on the IRIS-2400
is used.

1. In the directory where your "filename.red", "filename.grn" and
"filename.blu" are located, make a copy of the red and green file.
Type "cp filename.red test.red <CR: " and "cp filename.grn test.grn <CR>".
These two new files will be used to align the red and green images.
(Ensure there is no test.blu file in the directory).

2. Type "observe test". The digital image of the map will appear
on the screen with only red and green images present. Move the
cursor over the map image and press the right mouse button to display
an enlarged copy of the map.

3. Using the "observe" program determine how much and in which
directions the red or green image must be translated to produce
proper alignment. Only one color image should be moved. After
determining the translation requirements, exit the program.

4. Edit the program "shift.c". At the top of the program are six
values for translating the three color images. Following the
included diagram enter the translation requirements for the red or
green image. Exit the program.

5. Type "cc shift.c <CR>". This compiles and links the shift
program. Type "a.out test". This executes the shift program and
produces three new files. "testo.red". "testo.grn" and "testo.blu".
These are the properly translated files. (Note: testo.blu is a
blank file.)

6. Type "observe testo" to observe the translated red and green
images. If the image is not aligned, determine the new translation
requirements and return to Step 4.
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7. Once the red and green images are aligned you can now align the blue
image with the red and green images. Type "a.out filename <CR>".

This will align the red and green images of filename and produce
"filenameo.red". "filenameo.grn" and "filenameo.blu". "filenameo.blu"
will be a copy of "filename.blu".

8. Type "observe filenameo <CR>. This will display the aligned red

and green images along with the non-aligned blue image. Determine
the translation requirements to align the blue image with the

red/green image. Only the blue image should be translated.

9. Edit the program "shift.c" and insert the translation requirements
for the blue image.

10. Type "cc shift.c CR-" and "a.out filename <CR>". This will align

all three filter images.

11. Type "observe filenameo , CR ". Determine if the blue image is
properly translated. If more translation is required, determine
the new translation requirements and return to Step 9.

12. When all three images are aligned as much as possible, you are
ready to start the phase one process.
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PHASE ONE - COLOR NAME DETERMINATION

Once the filter images have been properly aligned, the digital images are
ready for the first processing step of phase one. This is a non-interactive
process that requires considerable time (approx. 1 hour).

1. Type "determine filenameo <CR>". This is all that is required to
start the process.

2. After completion of this program, you can observe the results of
the process by typing "observe filenameo <CR>".

PHASE ONE- POLYGONAL MAP GENERATION

The final process of phase one is the conversion of the first process
output into the polygonal database form. This too is accomplished
non-interactively. This process requires approximately 5 minutes.

1. Type "polygon filenameo <CR>". This is all that is required to
start the process.

2. After completion of this program, you can observe the results
in polygonal form by typing "compare filenameo <CR>". This will
display the original digitial images and the final polygonal map
representation.

3. The polygonal map representation is now available for interactive
editing and use with autonomous vehicle route planning programs.
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